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The CDC document is titled,
“CDC 2019-Novel
Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)
Real-Time RT-PCR
Diagnostic Panel.” It is dated
July 13, 2020.

Buried deep in the document,
on page 39, in a section titled,
“Performance
Characteristics,” we have this:
“Since no quantified virus
isolates of the 2019-nCoV are
currently available, assays
[diagnostic tests] designed for
detection of the 2019-nCoV
RNA were tested with
characterized stocks of in
vitro transcribed full length
RNA…”

The key phrase there is:
“Since no quantified virus
isolates of the 2019-nCoV are
currently available…”

Every object that exists can be
quantified, which is to say,
measured. The use of the
term “quantified” in that
phrase means: the CDC has
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Select Month
no measurable amount of the
virus, because it is
unavailable. THE CDC HAS
NO VIRUS.

A further tip-off is the use of
the word ‘isolates.” This
means NO ISOLATED VIRUS
IS AVAILABLE.

Another way to put it: NO
ONE HAS AN ISOLATED
SPECIMEN OF THE COVID-
19 VIRUS.

NO ONE HAS ISOLATED
THE COVID-19 VIRUS.

THEREFORE, NO ONE HAS
PROVED THAT IT EXISTS.

As if this were not enough of a
revelation to shock the world,
the CDC goes on to say they
are presenting a diagnostic
PCR test to detect the virus-
that-hasn’t-been-isolated…
and the test is looking for
RNA which is PRESUMED to
come from the virus that
hasn’t been proved to exist.

And using this test, the CDC
and every other public health
agency in the world are
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counting COVID cases and
deaths…and governments
have instituted lockdowns
and economic devastation
using those case and death
numbers as justification.

If people believe “you have
the virus but it is not
available,” and you have the
virus except it is buried within
other material and hasn’t
been extracted and purified
and isolated, these people
believe the moon is made of
green cheese.

This is like saying. “We have
the 20 trillion dollars, they
are contained somewhere in
our myriad accounts, we just
don’t know where.” If you
don’t know where, you don’t
know you have the money.

“The car keys are somewhere
in the house. We just don’t
where.” Really? If you don’t
know where, you don’t know
the keys are in the house.

“The missing cruise missile is
somewhere in the arsenal, we
just don’t where.” No. If you
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don’t know where, you don’t
know the missile is in the
arsenal.

“The COVID-19 virus is
somewhere in the material we
have—we just haven’t
removed it from that
material. But we know what it
is and we’ve identified it and
we know its structure.” NO
YOU DON’T. YOU ASSUME
THAT.

Science is not assumptions.

“But…but…there is a study
which says a few researchers
in a lab isolated the virus…”

They say they did. But in July,
the CDC is saying no virus is
available. I guess that means
trucks were not available to
bring the virus from that lab
to the CDC. The trucks were
out of gas. It was raining. The
bridge was washed out. The
trucks were in the shop. Joe,
the driver, couldn’t find his
mask, and he didn’t want to
leave home without it…

Science is not assumptions.
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The pandemic is a fraud,
down to the root of the
poisonous tree.

(To read about Jon’s mega-
collection, The Matrix
Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive
collections, THE MATRIX
REVEALED, EXIT FROM THE
MATRIX, and POWER
OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon
was a candidate for a US

Congressional seat in the 29th

District of California. He
maintains a consulting practice
for private clients, the purpose
of which is the expansion of
personal creative power.
Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize,
he has worked as an
investigative reporter for 30
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years, writing articles on
politics, medicine, and health
for CBS Healthwatch, LA
Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern,
and other newspapers and
magazines in the US and
Europe. Jon has delivered
lectures and seminars on global
politics, health, logic, and
creative power to audiences
around the world. You can sign
up for his free
NoMoreFakeNews emails here
or his free
OutsideTheRealityMachine
emails here.

This entry was posted in Covid and
tagged virus.
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Eluard says:

This right here is all we need.
All we SHOULD need to blow
this to Neptune.

I’m going to send this to 10
people. Even though I stopped
sending things to people in
April. Because if this doesn’t
do it–nothing else will. This is
my last shot, for the most part.
What more does someone
need to see? The clarity here is
unmistakable and undeniable.
They are TELLING us there is
no new virus.

This is not a two base hit here.
This is Babe Ruth pointing to
the flag pole in center field
and smacking it out of the
park. This should send people
into the streets, either to
celebrate or to prosecute. But
of course only fifty of us will
acknowledge it. Okay, a
hundred of us.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 10:07 am

Edmund Ferinski
says:

Like you I stopped
trying to convince
people. They have to
discover it themselves.
If it doesn’t come from
the crap MSM or
Social Media they are
addicted to, then you
are wasting your time.

October 8, 2020 at 12:50 pm
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Reply

Dave says:

Correct. This
won’t be
stopped until
several million
people sue the
government for
the myriad
violations and
losses and win
their cases.

Reply

October 11, 2020 at
3:39 pm

Kia Kaha says:

LIFE IN PRISON FOR
HOAXES RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL
HAZARDS
— Peggy Hall
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=80VB53-zsxA

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 1:09 pm

Diana Hobgood says:

I feel you. Same thing
has happened to me
during this
scamdemic. However,
I am sending and
posting this.
Rappaport has nailed
it so many times, but
this is straight to the
point.

October 8, 2020 at 9:45 pm
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Reply

Michael Freed says:

No offense. but “this”
isn’t what we’re really
fighting. And
“this”can’t change
anything. If every last
person in the U.S.A.
woke up to this fraud
& showed up in one
place tomorrow at
10:00 am, what would
any of you DO?
Demand Fauci’s head
on a pike?
Then what? Go back
home thinking you’ve
solved anything?
Your governments
know at least as much
as you do about
everything, and
intentionally allow us
to be harmed by
anything if it suits
them. If we’re not
mentally &
emotionally ready to
arrest Mitch
McConnell for the
same peddling of
influence for a quid
pro quo he himself
said was son criminal
the president should
be impeached for it,
then there is nothing
to do here. We will just
let them continue
http://allaregreen.us/
if we don’t have the

October 11, 2020 at 5:58 pm
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courage to hold them
accountable, & we’ll
only replace Fauci with
someone else whose
hands are tied by the
people here,
http://allaregreen.us/
Until a few more of
you grow up & stop
viewing holding
government
accountable as
something we need
Daddy-Government’s
permission to do, there
is nothing that will
stop anything.

Reply

Lisa Harper says:

I firmly believe after the
election is over …and ballots
counted (the new headlines
from this travesty will
supersede the airwaves and
headlines), this so called Covid
hoax will go away. Just
another hoax thrown at the
world from the masses. The
same masses who devised this
hoax a long time ago. Trump
has brought out serpents that
otherwise, we would never
have seen, had he lost in 2016.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 10:15 am

Opie Poik says:

This is also addressed
to Eluard’s similar post

October 8, 2020 at 10:48 am
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above, Lisa, and I’d
love to have you both
be right; but, even a
cursory glance at
recent (say, last 30
years) public response
to endless outrages,
would seem to indicate
unchanging lockstep
sleepwalking by an
apparently immovable
majority. Also, even
when challenged by a
vocal minority,
government simply
doesn’t respond to our
“petition for a redress
of grievances”, as per
the 1st Amendment. A
declaration of
independence needs to
be taken as more than
a pretty speech next
time, by an armed,
awake populace who
walk, not merely talk,
“Never again!”

“If a nation expects to
be ignorant and free,
in a state of
civilization, it expects
what never was and
never will be.” ~
Thomas Jefferson

This will be the mostly
heavily obfuscated
“election” yet. When
the votes are counted?
By whom? Wait and
see. Kakistocracy rules.
Sorry to be such a
bummer.
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Reply

Larry C says:

It does seem
hopeless at
times, Opie
Poik, but then
remember
what happened
in Los Angeles
on the night of
July 4th, after
the Caliphate
of Cali (aka
Gov. Newsom)
banned
fireworks
celebrations…
For Your Own
Good, don’t
cha know: The
entire city from
horizon to
horizon lit up
with a
pyrotechnics
display that
was truly
astonishing…A
Huge Middle
Finger to
California’s
Aristocracy….and
an
unmistakable
sign of The
People’s True
Sentiments
(and this in a
BLUE state).

Check it out:

October 8, 2020 at
1:59 pm
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=EdDo5TfAakc

Reply

JJ says:

Nail on the
Head Opie
Poik.
The tree of
Liberty needs
to be watered,
but i’m afraid
the amount of
Patriot Blood
needed would
fall well short.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at
12:19 am

Salvatore LoGrasso
says:

It’s definitely not going
away after the election.
THIS HAS NOTHING
TO DO WITH
TRUMP! A British
document was recently
leaked about a
“Operation Moonshot”
whereby every British
citizen will be tested
one a week in 2021.
This will be the case in
all the United Nations
territories and that
includes the US. Don’t
forget that Donald
Trump was very upset
in the debate that the
democrats won’t let

October 8, 2020 at 11:22 am
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him roll out the
vaccine RIGHT NOW.
He said “it’s political”.
And why would Trump
use the military to roll
out the vaccine?

Reply

Freedom
Everyman
says:

He can’t
supersede
states
authority. 10th
Amendment.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at
6:01 pm

bleak says:

I don’t believe it will
“go away.” This is the
big Hoax and all
preceding hoax’s were
done to prepare for
this hoax and the
hoax’s to follow
especially a cure all
“vaccine” and a new
banking system. No
matter who “wins” the
upcoming (s)election,
precedents were set
that simply won’t go
away. Indelible
traumas are hard to
forget or erase.

To say that Trump
brought it about is not

October 8, 2020 at 12:41 pm
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accurate, I think.
Trump is only the
latest face of an agenda
that stretches back to
whenever. Be sure that
if the Demolitionists
win, we are in for a
shit storm like we’ve
never known. At least
he’s not shouting
“MANDATORY
MASKS.” But there is
no guarantee about
any of it.

Reply

Paul says:

“Science is not assumptions.”

“But…but…there is a study
which says…”

—
Jon…I don’t think you
understand.

Let me explain.

I’ve been watching CNN’s
MedHeads Division.

There is a virus.
We know this, b/c people are
sick.
How do we know they’re sick?
…Take a look around, they’re
all wearin` masks.
Why are they wearing masks?
B/c they’re sick.

Simple Logic.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 10:25 am
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Filbett D. says:

Then why don’t you
look at all possible
causes of such
illnesses–as a scientist,
who looks at all
evidence, data, and
disease-causing
factors?

This would have to
include the aberrant,
documented plethora
of adverse effects from
5G as detailed by the
Russian study of the
1970’s and tied down
in 100s of the 6,000+
studies gathered by a
naval researcher on
the subject matter of
studies concerning
“Bioeffects of
Microwaves” starting
in 1971 and concluding
more recently.

A virus could also be
involved yet not
causing much of a
problem independent
of the presence of new
extremely high
frequency
Electromagnetic Fields
of higher intensity as
well due to closer
placement of 5G
antennas, although
AT&T 5G rated below
the strength of 4G in
cities where it was
deployed recently.

October 8, 2020 at 8:29 pm
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Why no references?

Check the above
bibliography of studies
Zory Glaser, Navy
Researcher
accumulated. You have
to establish
seriousness here. Go to
http://www.magdahavas.com
for starters…

Reply

Lisa Kreimes says:

Where I live you
cannot go into a
restaurant or grocery
store without a mask
on. It depends on the
person. I see some
people jogging with no
one around them
wearing a mask. Are
they sick? Is a person
in a car driving alone
sick? I’m not saying
there isn’t a really bad
version of the flu,
called Covid that can
kill people. I’m saying
it’s treatable and Covid
has been used to bring
down the economies of
Countries and try to
destroy Our President
Trump’s
Administration out of
hate. Look at the list of
what he has
accomplished. Look at
the list of all of the

October 9, 2020 at 11:52 am

http://www.magdahavas.com/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/10/08/the-smoking-gun-where-is-the-coronavirus-the-cdc-says-it-isnt-available/?replytocom=137585%23respond
http://yahoo/
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group of the years of
the higher Democrats
put together. Zero.
I think it is appalling
that so many people
had to die when a
simple propafaltic ( sp)
of HCG, Zinc, Vitamin
C , and Zithromyacin
especially to nursing
home patients could
have been given.
Stories we’ve heard?
Are they true? Or to
frighten us to
submission? Think for
yourself and research.

❤ "

Reply

Larry C says:

Your report on CNN’s
virus explication, has
my head spinning.

Wait a minute…

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 12:00 pm

Low Voltage says:

But people are dying!

And what about those 12
healthcare workers in Calcutta
and my neighbor’s friend’s
auntie who passed away last
week?

Bet you can’t answer that!

# #

 

$ $

 

% %

October 8, 2020 at 10:27 am
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Reply

Filbett D. says:

People die everyday of
all sorts of causes–look
how the list of COVID-
19 symptoms has
grown to include a
dozen or more
‘symptoms’ which
could be caused by ‘n’
number of other
illnesses, including the
serious adverse effects
of 5G antennas and
devices, which have
been rolled out in
many areas under the
shadow of the
‘pandemic’. Did you
know that? Worldwide
hotspots correspond
with high
concentrations of 5G
Roll-Outs or targeted
areas such as Brazil.
NYC and Wuhan had
the earliest roll-outs
and high numbers of
antennas, devices, thus
broadcasts of 5G
waves. This isn’t
conspiracy theory but
underlying facts.
WAKE UP PEOPLE!
YOU ARE BEING
TAKEN TO THE
CLEANERS! WOULD
IT SURPRISE U?

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 8:39 pm
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Low Voltage
says:

I thought the
emoji would be
enough to
indicate
sarcasm.

American
wireless
carriers still
have another
year before
they phase-out
4G GSM for
LTE. I’ll
consider the 5G
story when I
see a
functioning
network in
America.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at
6:26 am

Marilyn
Shepherd
says:

And in 86% of
so called cases
there are no
symptoms, that
means they
were always
healthy and as
this so called
test finds
corona viruses
it can find any
flu and cold.

Reply

October 15, 2020 at
6:38 am
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Anna Johnson says:

What about the
normal Flu… seems to
have sprouted wings
and flown away for
ever! not even a
mention of influenza
and the common cold.
Covid19 is all we can
get sick from it seems.
I’m sorry your Auntie
passed away. How old
was she and do you
have any scientific
proof that she died
from this Covid19
virus? or did she really
die of Flu from
wearing a mask which
cut down her oxygen
intake and poisoned
her with her own
internal viruses that
would have normally
been exhaled outside
of the body. This who
thing is a Hoax and the
precedent to take over
the entire World.
NWO through
Technocracy which is
the science of Social
Engineering.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 9:35 pm

Low Voltage
says:

The emoji was
intended to
indicate

October 9, 2020 at
6:28 am
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sarcasm.

Reply

Amber says:

Cuz it was their time.

&

Reply

October 15, 2020 at 10:52 pm

Piksil says:

Jon:

On the date that the CDC
(Centers for Disease Creation
[and Proliferation]) said the
virus wasn’t available, that
was not a false statement.

The virus wasn’t available
because it was with me. We
had spent a wild weekend
partying, and it wasn’t back in
Atlanta that Monday morning.
(Good thing, cuz we both were
in pretty bad shape….the
pictures I could show you!!)

I can remember bits and
pieces of that weekend: the
virus told me sort of its major
outline for the months to
come. It said it was going to
‘get busy’ in some of the non-
locked-down states, work
really hard where masks
weren’t mandatory, and really
hit some of the kids with blood
clots, etc etc (I tried to talk it
out of getting to kids, but the
virus was pretty drunk, and

October 8, 2020 at 10:51 am
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mean…..). It abhors small to
medium-sized business as
well. It’s leaning toward a
second wave, but was
undecided (but decidedly
wasted) at that point.

It also told me that it doesn’t
like sports, especially football.
But worse than that, it says it
really wants to go after
politicians with an (R) after
their name, who are up for
election, and wreak havoc at
any gathering they may have
to promote their candidates
and nominees for the Supreme
Court. (The virus has
clairvoyance, obviously.) The
virus is terrified of vaccines,
and anything associated with
Warp Speed.

The virus wanted me to start a
new movement, VLM (Virus
Lives Matter) or Antibodyifa. I
argued with the virus that it
wasn’t alive, and it said:
“without a movement, I can
never live…”). I compromised
and vowed to start VFM, for
Viral Fragments Matter.

I really haven’t seen much of
the virus since that (foggy and
painful) Monday morning, but
I do manage to keep up with it
via the mainstream media.
(Really? Couldn’t have sent a
postcard from the Barrett
debutante gathering?)

In closing, I want to wish you
the best at the Red Pill Expo
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this weekend. Whether you
are there in person, or
electronically, could you
please help get the word out
about VFM?

Thanks!

Reply

rolf watness says:

Best explanation of
all!! I am relieved! I
thought my dog ate it

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 7:59 pm

Filbett D. says:

Are you sure it was a
virus and not anthony
fauci being channeled
through the alcoholic
haze?

Vaccine profits are
more important than
anything else, you
know? Mr. Fauci’s
institute stands to gain
scores of millions of
dollars, but he is
already very rich so it
probably doesn’t
mean’ ath. to him, now
would it?

So S.Korea with the
best data reported 0
deaths among kids 0-9
yrs during its
‘epidemic’. Why is

October 8, 2020 at 9:00 pm
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that? And why are
100% of the college
kids in my hometown
who test positive for
“COVID-19”
asymptomatic? OH,
it’s too bad. They’re
immune. How Sad,
Isn’t It???? Also==it
kind of blows the
young people are in
grave danger and such
facetious paranoia,
doesn’t it? Blows it all
to H*%@!

Reply

Piksil says:

Filbett D.:

Profits over
people….

Del Bigtree did
a Highwire
episode early
on in this scam,
ran some
conservative
numbers, and
came up with
an estimate of
$275M for
Fauci if one of
‘his’ vaccines
gets the green
light. In one
year.

That being
said, Operation
Warp Speed is

October 9, 2020 at
12:27 am
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a Govt
(military, intel)
/ private sector
arrangement
(with the
majority of the
chiefs running
the show being
military), so
that may cut
into his profits
a bit.

And yeah, the
test is bogus.
What is it
looking for?
What’s SARS-
Cov2? (The
picture they
put on the
‘news’, nothing
more.) ‘Testing
positive’ may
make some
older people
think they have
symptoms, but
probably not
college kids….

And there’s
money to be
made in
testing.

Reply

James Kelly says:

Now that had me in
stitches. Genius Piksil,
genius. VFM? Nahhh,

October 8, 2020 at 10:09 pm
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AFM. ALL Fragments
Matter. LOL

Reply

Larry C says:

“VLM (Virus Lives
Matter) ”

I smell T-SHIRTS.

We’re gonna make a
KILLING!!!

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 12:06 pm

Amber says:

I needed that laugh,
thank you!! 

'

Reply

October 10, 2020 at 9:49 pm

Alan Lightner
says:

This is a post
from a PPE
engineer who
posted on Zero
Hedge a few
weeks ago…
very good
reading! Please
copy and paste
every where!
Red Pill as
many as
possible.

Here it is..

October 11, 2020 at
12:11 pm
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I was trained as
a chemist. A
large part of
my
professional
career was
working in
various parts of
the filtration
industry. I
developed a
line of mixed
esters of
cellulose
membrane
filters.
Millipore type
filters, that
were used to
sterilize flu
vaccines for
Merck Sharp
and Dohme as
well as other
medical
products
companies. I
developed
respiratory
protection
products for
Wilson Safety
Products used
in the mining
industry. I
worked for
Baxter
developing
medical / IV
filters. I have
patents on
three IV filters
I invented.
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Baxter sold
more than 5
million of one
of those every
year for most
of a decade. I
know a little bit
about filters. 
Surgical  masks
were not
designed as
filters and were
not intended to
be used as
filters. Surgical
masks were
designed to be
used by
surgeons
standing face
down over an
operating table
holding a
patient with an
open wound.
The surgeon
wearing the
mask would be
able to talk to
others in the
room without
discharging
spittle droplets
into the
patient’s
wound. Spittle
droplets are
large and can
cause
infection. 
I witnessed a
test of surgical
masks. Small
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plaster
particles were
generated in a
room. They
were visible as
a white dust in
the air. A man
was properly
fitted with a
surgical mask
and spent a
short time in
the room.
When he came
out the mask
was removed.
A camera was
focused on the
man’s face. The
entire area that
had been
covered by the
mask was
coated by the
white dust. The
camera showed
that his nostrils
and his mouth
had been
penetrated by
the white dust.
The dust
particles were
measured and
found to be
around 40
micrometers in
diameter. The
particles that
penetrated the
mask were the
same
diameter. 
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Covid-19 virus
molecules are
about 0.1
micrometers in
diameter. That
is 400 times
smaller than
the plaster
particles that
penetrated the
mask. 
Surgical masks
will not
prevent the
wearer from
inhaling or
exhaling
viruses or
bacteria. They
provide
absolutely no
protection for
either the
wearer or
anyone nearby.
They create a
very dangerous
false sense of
security for
everyone. They
also force the
wearer to
rebreath
carbon dioxide.
Which will over
time reduce the
wearers blood
oxygen level.
That can
become very
dangerous
especially for
older people.
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This farce is
being
promoted by
sleazy
politicians who
believe that if
they can
convince
people that
they are
protecting
them or
creating a safe
environment
for them by
pushing this
mask farce
those people
will re-elect
them. 
All politicians
pushing this
dangerous
mask farce
should be
voted out of
office as soon
as possible. 

Reply

lamberth says:

Yeah, that virus is like
Santa Claus.
Can be in all places at
once, but never
actually seen
delivering the goods.

Ho ho ho.

Reply

October 12, 2020 at 4:55 pm
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Kevin Tuttle says:

Hi Jon,
Since this was in July, have
you found any other
documents from official
sources that present the
isolated virus/sequence? I’m
thinking not, but wanted to
confirm.
What would all the scientists
working on COVID be looking
at as they conduct their work
if they have not isolated the
virus? Just a portion of a
sequence of random (perhaps
from previous coronaviruses)
RNA/DNA?
Thanks so much for your
work! I always enjoy listening
to you on The Robert Scott
Bell Show!

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 10:58 am

Isa says:

I was thinking the
same. Maybe they have
already isolated it LOL

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 3:10 pm

Rodney Johnson says:

The CDC and WHO don’t have
the isolate. That much is
beyond debate. The reason
why they don’t is less clear. It
seems to me that if this is a
bio-weapon, there would be a
great effort to prevent it from
being isolated. An isolate

October 8, 2020 at 11:05 am
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might lead back to the state
that created it. I don’t know if
this is the case but it is
plausible and can’t be ruled
out.

Reply

Mos Craciun says:

Rodney , how an
isolate can lead back to
the “state” or any
group ( entity) that
created it ? Can you
elaborate, please ?
Thanks.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 2:51 pm

bleak says:

YES, Mr R !!! Maybe the
eleven words that could turn
the tides, swing the pendulum
the other way, reverse their
momentum, stop the
maelstrom. I’m going to tweet
the living crap out of this. I’ll
even get on fakebook and
some forums and plaster it.
Memes, quotes, definitions, it
will be my mantra from now
and on and on until this shit
STOPS! And I’m sure I won’t
be the only one.

I can only imagine what you
felt when you found it, when
you read it for the first time
and a light bulb went off.
Musta been a freakin Klieg
Light!

October 8, 2020 at 11:06 am
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This also confirms and
reinforces what Dr Andrew
Kaufman said in his video,
“The Rooster In The River Of
Rats,” that Chinese scientists
never isolated a virus.

But it does more. It’s more
credible than Chinese
documents, the professional
opinions of so-called doctors
(and all the other rat fuckers
who’ve unleashed this terrible
hoax on us like gates and
fauxci) because it comes from
their very own CDC.

I’ve downloaded that pdf and
will make copies to store off
my HD. I try to archive
important videos, articles,
documents just in case.

Reply

bleak says:

If you’re looking for
that Rooster video and
can’t find it…

The Rooster In The
River Of Rats
(enhanced volume)
https://www.bitchute.com/video/THJw9B5EMvkk/

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 11:05 am

Salvatore LoGrasso says:

On page 38 and 39 of this
report you will find the
“LIMITATIONS” section.

October 8, 2020 at 11:16 am
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Incredibly it states:
“Detection of viral RNA may
not indicate the presence of
infectious virus or that 2019-
nCoV is the causative agent for
clinical symptoms.” AND
THEN IT SAYS : “ This test
cannot rule out diseases
caused by other bacterial or
viral pathogens”!! It seems to
go on and on about “false
negatives” and NOTHING
ABOUT FALSE POSITIVES
except this:
“False-positive test results are
more likely when prevalence is
moderate to low.“ Exactly the
situation we currently find
ourselves: prevalence is
definitely moderate to low! So
they say you need several
negative tests in a row to
determine that you don’t have
it but never considerate two
positive tests in a row might
be needed to determine that
you have it!

Reply

R.C. says:

You are correct, Lisa Harper.
Something that still amazes
me to this day: the amount of
people in mass is still wearing
face diapers as though they’re
really going to help them from
a virus that does not exist in
the format the news media,
Anthony Fowlcheeks , CDC,
WHO(re), and the medical
cartel want everybody with

October 8, 2020 at 11:23 am
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weak minds to believe. Also
amazing is that I can tell who
those are that watch
mainstream media news,
ANYWHERE I go: they are all
wearing their face diapers.
Needlessly. Everywhere they
go. In their cars, biking,
walking, etc. THEY are the
individuals that are unable to
think for themselves. TV has
to tell them what to believe.
Give them information
DIRECTLY FROM THE CDC
WEBSITE and they still can’t
believe it. Because television,
Fauci and the CDC or any of
those fake news puppets didn’t
say it was so.
Yes, this CDC info needs to be
spread about the planet.
Especially, right here at home.
Chump and his wife don’t
have covid. I don’t Believe
they even have a cold. But it’s
sad how far they will stoop
down to keep a lie alive! For
political gain! Let’s not forget,
EVER, that Bill and Melinda
Gates need to be held
accountable for their actions
as well. They should both
serve time in prison in prison
systems that are thousands
and thousands of miles apart.
And no contact with each
other. Ever. They are funding,
for profit, this covid hoax.
They WANT their vaccine
injected into every living
human. If you invented a pen
that Never run out of ink and
became very wealthy from its
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profits, you could be the next
president of America! And a
virologist. And bacteria
specialist. And, of course,
ANYTHING you paid a “fee to
be”.

Reply

JB says:

Trump knew about
COVID in February,
and nothing was done.
It’s turned into a
political football.

I know one lady who
still believes it’s real.
It’s Deb Della Piana of
Become Ungovernable.
Here is her You Tube
site:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChE-
5COA93gXNqjrnctuPJg

To be fair, we did talk
to a lady on the
Become Ungovernable
stream that we do on
Sundays. She was a co-
worker of one of the
people on there. She
said that she had fever
for two weeks (until
they started putting ice
underneath her in bed)
and nasty blood clots.

I was thinking, though:
If she had nasty blood
clots, shouldn’t she be
dead by now?

October 8, 2020 at 2:01 pm
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Reply

Piksil says:

JB:

Blood clots are
not necessarily
fatal. (To be
fair, some can!)

Dr Magda
Havis, PhD has
shown in
videos the
Rouleaux
Formation of
red blood cells
when exposed
to
electromagnetic
radiation, such
as from cell
phones,
computers, etc
etc. Most of
those
formations
have been
shown to
happen within
minutes of
exposure to
EMF/EMR.

Fever is an
indicator that
the body is
trying to heal.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at
4:29 pm

JBOctober 9,
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says:

That
may
have
happened
(with
the
radiation).
This
lady’s
legs
ached,
and she
thought
that she
had
bruises.
Turns
out, she
had
blood
clots
instead.

Reply

2020 at
12:50 am

Shedges says:

I dont believe that
trump is involved but i
do believe that he
made it up to scare the
ones who know it is
not real.

Reply

October 10, 2020 at 9:51 pm

Ralph says:

Trump has to
try to wake up
the sheep, keep

October 16, 2020 at
12:15 am
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your friends
close and your
enemies
closer..

Reply

Michael Freed says:

Remember how when
you’re a teen, despite
the counsel of EVERY
ADULT IN
EXISTENCE you
worried more about
what your peers
thought of you than
you should? Yeah, the
part of your brain that
becomes concerned
about your place
within the group either
grows in then or just
suddenly becomes
active. But it doesn’t
come with an
instruction manual on
how to DEAL with the
new things coursing
through it.
Why do parents never
seem to remember
how THEY were at this
age? Because these
things shift around in
parts of the brain I
refer collectively as the
Subconscious (SC). As
opposed to one’s
Conscious Mind as
what Jon uses to do his
research (CM).
We waste all our lives

October 11, 2020 at 6:16 pm
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trying to apply CM
rules to SC impulses,
never understanding
them.
As adults, if our CMs
were in charge, we
could sue corporations
for industrial polluting
despite government.
Citizens United made
this easier, by
declaring corporations
are legally people.
Since it is CLEARLY
ILLEGAL for people to
pollute others or the
environment, then we
can sue all polluting
corporations, and their
accomplices in these
crimes: corporate
managers, CEOs,
anyone involved in the
decisions to pollute.
Everyone involved.
The SC says “that
includes THESE
people
http://allaregreen.us/
and says “but Daddy-
Government would
never allow any harm
to come to me” and the
CM is totally
undermined.
We’ll be here for
another thousand
years or so because
most, if not all citizens
of Western society
back down in the face
of their infantile SC
fears of life without

http://allaregreen.us/
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their surrogate father-
figure’s imaginary
protection.

Reply

Steve McNeal says:

Another home run for you,
Jon! Now you have more than
Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron
together!

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 11:33 am

J says:

Has anyone seen this? These
people claim to have isolated
the virus and satisfied Koch’s
postulates. I haven’t read
through the whole thing, but
wondering if Jon had
commented on this before, or
if anyone has any information
regarding this. Thanks!
https://t.co/fwXoW4wP6a?
amp=1

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 11:55 am

Caspar says:

I don’t read any proof
that the virus that was
isolated is causing
severe sickness in
healthy patients. That
is a requirement of
Koch’s postulates. The
virus they isolated
might as well be

October 8, 2020 at 3:06 pm
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harmless.

Reply

ak in vt says:

Hi J (and everyone
else)

REGARDING:
Canadian research
group isolates “covid”
virus:

At the end of August I
contacted by e-mail
Sunnybrook at
McMaster University
about the virus and by
what method did they
isolate it.

I wrote to them:

“Subject: SRI research
& scientists
Comments: Dear
Sir/Madam I am
inquiring as to what
method(s) was/were
used to isolate the
SARS-2 covid virus.
The report given on
your website gives no
details and there is a
lot of confusion on this
matter. Please explain
in order that I might
educate the doubters I
encounter. Regards AK
in VT”

Their reply was:

October 8, 2020 at 4:24 pm
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“Hi,

Thank you for your
email. Details of the
research conducted
will be released later
this month
(September), with
information shared on
our hospital website.

In the meantime, here
are a few articles that
have been posted
online:

https://brighterworld.mcmaster.ca/articles/mcmaster-
researcher-plays-key-
role-in-isolating-covid-
19-virus-for-use-in-
urgent-research/

https://torontolife.com/city/at-
sunnybrook-we-have-
people-who-are-
superheroes-without-
the-capes-a-qa-with-
rob-kozak-one-of-the-
toronto-doctors-who-
isolated-coronavirus-
2/

https://theconversation.com/i-
study-viruses-how-
our-team-isolated-the-
new-coronavirus-to-
fight-the-global-
pandemic-133675

Thank you.”

SO FAR THEY HAVE
NOT RELEASED ANY
MORE
INFORMATION

https://brighterworld.mcmaster.ca/articles/mcmaster-researcher-plays-key-role-in-isolating-covid-19-virus-for-use-in-urgent-research/
https://torontolife.com/city/at-sunnybrook-we-have-people-who-are-superheroes-without-the-capes-a-qa-with-rob-kozak-one-of-the-toronto-doctors-who-isolated-coronavirus-2/
https://theconversation.com/i-study-viruses-how-our-team-isolated-the-new-coronavirus-to-fight-the-global-pandemic-133675
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ABOUT THEIR
“ISOLATING the
VIRUS.”

This is the link to their
update page on fake
“covid”:

https://covid19.mcmaster.ca/research_experts/

Remember, this is the
Canadian research
group to which you are
referencing. They are
not releasing how they
purportedly “isolated”
the “virus” despite
assuring me the papers
would be released in
September.

Hope this helps
cement Jon’s dogged
chase after the
“schisters” and all their
money and power
(which is basically
securing ways to hold
on to their money)
grabbing.

Regatds

AK in VT

p.s. I am not sure who
the moderator is, but
APPLAUSE for all your
hard work these 6-7
months.

Reply

Thankful says:October 8, 2020 at 9:59 pm
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Well I am no viral
scientist but I’m going
to call BS on the article
as there are no
specifics and at the
first link it was a lot of
words but no concrete
“here is how we found
the virus” it was more
of a cheerleading with
all this great work we
will soon be able to
have a vaccination –
the 2nd link says that
these virus chasers, so
to speak, isolated the
virus from 2 – count
them 2 people…….that
says it all to me, here is
the quote…..Working
at a secure
containment facility at
the University of
Toronto and using
samples taken recently
from two patients in
Canada, the team was
able this week to
confirm it had isolated
and propagated the
virus, creating a source
of COVID-19 for study
as the world races to
develop vaccines and
treatments, and to
build a better
understanding of how
the virus behaves.
Hmmmmmmm 2
patients……………ta da.
I am sure Jon would
have some better
feedback regarding
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this process so
minimally described in
the article……..on the
lackluster evidence
displayed in the article
and the first 2 links
within the article, I
didn’t click to the other
links….if you want
more good
information on the
Covid fake pandemic
besides Jon here Off
Guardian blog has an
entire subject and
articles debunking
PCR and virus
isolation…..

Reply

Madness says:

Watch Dr. Andrew
Kaufman on it, he
explains how they lied
about the claimed false
FULL isolation. I can’t
recall which one of his
videos about exactly
this but there is one.
YouTube likes to delete
his videos but he has a
web site and bitchute
also a possible source.
He was the one who
identified that the PCR
uses a human
chromosome part to
reconcile instead of a
virus part.
Chromosome 8.

October 9, 2020 at 8:57 am
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BIG thank you Jon,
that’s a real BUM. '

Reply

Jock says:

*face palm*

https://www.pnas.org/content/117/13/7001

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 12:14 pm

Jock says:

*face-thumps-desk*

https://www.microbiologyresearch.org/content/journal/jgv/10.1099/vir.0.19505-
0

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 12:21 pm

Madis says:

So do you
understand
their methods
or you just
looked at a title
and summary?

Reply

October 8, 2020 at
1:19 pm

Madness
says:

If we
wouldn’t
Dr
Kaufman
explains
it more

October 9,
2020 at
9:00 am
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than
we’ll.
Video:
The
Rooster
in the
River of
Rats.
Would
you like
to add
something
useful
to that
content?

Reply

Mos Craciun says:

Jock , that article you
mention is from 26
March 2020. Do you
think CDC will not , by
July , be aware of it ?
It’s just media PR,
nothing else…

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 3:01 pm

Mos Craciun
says:

Sorry, the
comment was
intended as an
answer for J.
comment, at
11:55 a.m. !

Reply

October 8, 2020 at
3:03 pm
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J says:

Ya, I
clarified
below.
Really,
I was
wondering
if
anyone
had
read
these
studies
in
depth
and had
any
critical
information
regarding
their
methods.
Clearly
it was
misleading
to state
they
“isolated”
the
virus.

Reply

October 8,
2020 at
6:01 pm

bleak says:

Nothing in your *face
palm* article proves
that a virus called
SARS-COV2 was ever
isolated. It’s about
adding host cells
(antibodies) called

October 8, 2020 at 3:01 pm
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“TMPRSS2-expressing
cells” to some RNA
(genetic material). In
other words, the
authors didn’t have a
sample of the isolated
virus (how could they
since it’s never been
isolated) so they tried
some shit on God only
knows what RNA
samples they took.
Totally unscientific
and a misleading title.

“Our findings suggest
that TMPRSS2 is also
likely to be a key
protease for SARS-
CoV-2 replication.
Thus, developing
TMPRSS2-related
therapeutic agents
may be a promising
countermeasure
against the current and
new outbreaks of
CoVs.”

Reply

Gavin Canning
says:

It seems they
used some
samples from
pcr positive
cases to get
their virus,
then cross
checked it with
the original

October 8, 2020 at
8:37 pm
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sars cov 2 gene
structure from
an earlier
study.

Reply

Madness says:

We know what
RNA is that.
It’s from Homo
Sapiens
Chromosome 8
according to
THEIR
database. Look
for Dr. Andrew
Kaufman
chromosome 8
and use
DuckDuckGo.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at
9:03 am

arjan says:

lol, it is full of could
be, can be, therefore
should be’s

Reply

October 13, 2020 at 6:17 am

Conny Lundberg says:

Excellent digging of Jon which
discovered this sensational
truth!!!
This is sooo insane it should
get the Nobel Price for the
greatest hoax never proven!!!

October 8, 2020 at 12:16 pm
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Reply

Madness says:

Yes, and please add to
Jon’s discovery that so
far 3 other countries
failed to give proof of
existence of the
isolation of this so very
novel virus: UK,
Canada, New Zealand.
Details on
crowdjustice.com The
Coronavirus Act 2020
is null and void
(covering the UK and
Canada part, about
New Zealand I found
the news elsewhere but
also people asked info
using the info act)

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 9:07 am

Brett Morgen says:

This hoax is not going away.
They are still pushing the
masks and will continue to do
so. Once the fake vaccine
comes out and a bunch of
people actually get sick, they
will start attacking people who
haven’t gotten the vaccine.

It will never end, there are just
too many sheep. I’m losing
faith.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 12:19 pm
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Eluard says:

Brett, don’t lose faith
at this late date. There
are a lot of smart and
passionate people on
our side–some highly
connected like Rocco
Galatti and that
German attorney
Reiner Fuellmich.
Then there’s Jon, Icke,
RFK Jr., Del Bigtree,
Sherri Tenpenny, and
on and on. You and
me. We don’t need all
the sheeple, just a
small amount, to get
angry about this
massive deception. We
can turn the tide, my
friend.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 8:05 pm

Madness says:

More, in the UK there
are already 3 cities
they testing that 5G
based cameras locating
persons on the streets
while they are walking.
Daily Mail, today, Big
Brother…

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 9:10 am

J says:

Never mind my earlier
comment. I realized after
posting that this isolation was

October 8, 2020 at 12:28 pm
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purportedly done in late
March. The article even said
that other countries, including
the US, had isolated the virus.
Obviously fraudulent given
CDC’s own admission above,
from July, that there are no
available quantified virus
isolates. Great research info
Jon. Cheers

Reply

Opie Poik says:

Here’s a flicker of hope. This
latest column of Jon’s has just
been reproduced in full by the
top-voted commenter at this
Zero Hedge article:

NYC Mayor Says Protests In
Jewish Communities Over
Latest COVID-19 Restrictions
‘Should Be Stopped’: Live
Updates
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-
warns-covid-19-vaccine-new-
year-very-unlikely-another-
titans-player-tests-positive

. . . especially since this other
article, claims that, not only
does a virus exist, but it’s a
Wuhan-engineered and -
released bioweapon:

COVID-19 Is ‘Unrestricted
Bioweapon’: Whistleblower
Releases Second Paper
Alleging ‘Large-Scale,
Organized Scientific Fraud’
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/covid-
19-unrestricted-bioweapon-

October 8, 2020 at 12:47 pm
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whistleblower-releases-
second-paper-alleging-large-
scale

How convenient for those who
wish for war with China, or
anyone, since “War is the
health of the state”. What a lot
of multi-layered manipulation
and deception. Good luck
squashing anti-mask protests
by ultra-religious Jews in New
York City, BTW.

This is why wise ancient
Chinese made “May you live in
interesting times.” into a
curse. Give us a thousand
years of uninteresting, please .
. .

Reply

Gum Drops says:

Did the contents of the
link re. NYC Mayor…
Protests in Jewish
Communities change?
I clicked on it and the
title of the article is:
“Florida Suffers Most
New Cases In A
Month; NJ Sees New
Hotspots In
Monmouth, Ocean
Counties: Live
Updates”

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 4:25 pm

Viktoria says:October 8, 2020 at 1:25 pm

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/covid-19-unrestricted-bioweapon-whistleblower-releases-second-paper-alleging-large-scale
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From the prestigious, top
British Medical Journal and
Principia Scientifica
International

https://www.globalresearch.ca/no-
one-has-died-
coronavirus/5717668

Dr. Stoian Alexov called the
World Health Organization
(WHO) a “criminal medical
organization” for creating
worldwide fear and chaos
without providing objectively
verifiable proof of a pandemic.

Another stunning revelation
from Bulgarian Pathology
Association (BPA) president
Dr. Alexov is that he believes
it’s currently “impossible” to
create a vaccine against the
virus.-Source, Global Research

https://principia-
scientific.com/study-in-top-
british…/

“Masks for all not based on
sound data.”
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/
…/commentary-masks-all-
covid…

https://evidencenotfear.com/evidence/
The Final Nail In The Coffin
Of Covid-19. Referenced and
sourced information in great
detail.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-
19-masks…/5726059

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-

https://www.globalresearch.ca/no-one-has-died-coronavirus/5717668
https://principia-scientific.com/study-in-top-british
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/
https://evidencenotfear.com/evidence/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-masks
https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-masks-crime-against-humanity-child-abuse/5726059
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19-masks-crime-against-
humanity-child-
abuse/5726059 Testimony by
a virologist in Germany

Reply

D. Smith says:

The last sentence of Jon’s
article here says it all.

We. Been Scammed.

And the scam isn’t going to
end anytime soon, however, I
buck the system by NEVER
wearing a mask and they can’t
MAKE me wear one. Push
your weight a little and they
fold like a cheap tent.

This is all for show and to test
the stupidity and gullibility of
the American population. I
think we’ve seen how
enamored people are of the
gubmint/medical system
combo. They’ll do anything
they’re told IF THEY’RE
UNDER AGE 40. I mean,
they’ll believe absolutely
anything they’re TOLD to
believe. Plastic barriers,
facemasks, rubber gloves . . .
it’s all nonsense.

Take your vitamin D3 and K2
(MK-7), a quercetin and zinc
daily – – and you’ll be fine
seeing as how this is nothing
more than the SEASONAL flu.
Keep that in mind. Always.
Never bend to gubmint will

October 8, 2020 at 1:35 pm
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and/or edicts.

Reply

Larry C says:

It does seem hopeless at
times, Opie Poik, but then
remember what happened in
Los Angeles on the night of
July 4th, after the Caliphate of
Cali (aka Gov. Newsom)
banned fireworks
celebrations…For Your Own
Good, don’t cha know: The
entire city from horizon to
horizon lit up with a
pyrotechnics display that was
truly astonishing…A Huge
Middle Finger to California’s
Aristocracy….and an
unmistakable sign of The
People’s True Sentiments (and
this in a BLUE state).

Check it out:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=EdDo5TfAakc

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 2:03 pm

Darrel Hestdalen says:

Without a qualified virus how
are the Pharmas developing a
vaccine for this “virus”?

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 2:19 pm

Piksil says:

Darrel:

October 8, 2020 at 4:20 pm
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Since they ARE
developing a vaccine,
what’s in the vaccine, if
there’s no virus?

Keep that question in
mind and re-read
Jon’s post from
yesterday.

Reply

Larry says:

Do you think its just
COOINCIDINCE that Epstein
GUILTY Trumpy announces
this 33 days before the sham
sELECTION? Trump is a
FREEMASON JEW! Lookup
his flag for his Scottish golf
course. This is all to validate
the FAKE CORONA with a
99.9% SURVIVAL RATE!
WEAR YOUR MASK and take
the VACCINE Trump gave
Gates GAVI group a BILLION
for! GET IT?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_pV1U9s3vJ0

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 2:29 pm

Madness says:

Yes, he is a controlled
opposition. He Is know
advertising
Remesvidir. Jon wrote
about that nasty stuff.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 9:13 am
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Kia Kaha says:

In the world of energy, of
light, can anything truly be
isolated?
Julian Assange (and others)
“held in isolation” in prison, in
the news all the time.
Recommendations for “self-
isolation” repeated over and
over again.

Is this the power of words and
numbers that conjur up an
image, and it’s the image held
in our mind from the spell cast
that creates? Even the
predictive programming in
religion (often politely
mislabeled as prophecy) Thus,
psycho-logical warfare.
They’ve been waging it for
eons and they have a lot of
believers who envision it.
They’ve been trying to create a
pandemic for years.

“We’re in a live exercise.”
“We’ve got to get it right.” they
said.
Maybe the best they can
conjur up is pan-demon-ium.

PAN-DEMON-IUM
A condition or scene of noisy
confusion. The abode of all the
demons or evil spirits; hell: a
name used in Milton’s
Paradise Lost. Any lawless,
disorderly and noisy place or
assemblage, a wild uproar
because of anger or
excitement in a crowd, a
chaotic situation.

October 8, 2020 at 2:37 pm
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PAN: evil spirit, inferior divine
being.

Reply

wanda cassese says:

What does this mean? This
article claims it was isolated
from a Washington patient.
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-
0516_article

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 4:07 pm

Madness says:

Dr. Andrew Kaufman
explains how it was a
false claim, they played
with words. Watch
Kaufman his videos
are great to explain
howls they cheat with
everything.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 9:16 am

Brian James says:

October 8, 2020 Assaulting
Science in the Name of
Science: Exploring the
Coronavirus Crisis of 2020 A
Compilation and Commentary
on Online Essays

There is a battle going on over
who and what most credibly
represents science. As the
months pass, the contest over
science is integral to the

October 8, 2020 at 4:56 pm
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acrimony concerning the
nature of COVID-19. In
February of this year the UN’s
World Health Organization,
an agency largely funded by
Bill Gates, bestowed the name,
“COVID-19” on the
supposedly new coronavirus.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/assaulting-
science-name-science-
compilation-commentary-
online-essays-exploring-
coronavirus-crisis-
2020/5726020

Reply

Rita says:

This link at the CDC says that
the virus has been isolated, is
available and it is cultured:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/lab/grows-virus-cell-
culture.html.
We got it as a family. We each
got at least five days of
symptoms. I and my husband
totally lost our smell. It is the
third week now and the smell
is returning but only a fraction
of it. We had never lost the
smell so profoundly and
suddenly. At the 6th day of the
disease I got a secondary fever
rise. It had never happened in
my previous respiratory
infections. I drank 500 mg of
vitamin C and zinc that day
and the next day I was fine
again. BUT I got symptoms of
cardiomyopathy a week later.

October 8, 2020 at 5:01 pm
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So, although it is exagerated, I
think that it exists.

Reply

g says:

sickness is not caused
by viruses. it’s
toxemia. cleansing.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 6:27 pm

Eluard says:

Sorry to hear of your
family’s suffering, Rita.
Glad to hear you’re on
the mend. Couldn’t
this though be an
intense form of
influenza — or some
other virus? A corona
virus that’s been
around — already?

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 8:16 pm

Rita says:

The long
course and the
loss of smell is
typical for
Covid-19. I did
an antibody
test 3 weeks
later and I got
it negative, but
I am still sure it
was Covid-19.

October 10, 2020 at
11:10 am
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Reply

ak in vt
says:

Rita

Glad
you are
on the
mend.
About
25
years
ago my
parents
went to
Paris
and the
only
thing
they
brought
me was
a bad
cold. It
took
over
four
months
to
finally
rid
myself
of the
symptoms
in my
lungs.
Obviously,
this was
not
“covid.”

October 11,
2020 at
3:53 pm
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If
“covid”
were
real, it
does
not
mean
everyone
who
has
some of
the
symptoms
and the
effects
last a
long
time,
then
they
must
have
had
“covid.”

Thanks

AK in
VT

p.s. I
still like
that
when I
type
covid in
any
browser
it still
tells me
there
may be
a
spelling
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error —
at least
computer
technology
does
not
recognize
“covid!”

Reply

arjan
says:

you are
negative
but you
are
sure?
ok…

Reply

October 13,
2020 at
6:19 am

BK says:

Rubbish ….

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 9:52 pm

Madness says:

Lost of smell is side
effect of radiation.
Read what happened
those cancer patients
who were treated with
that.
Besides to understand
flu like diseases The
Invisible Rainbow is a
must.

October 9, 2020 at 9:19 am
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Reply

Rita says:

I am reading
the Invisible
Rainbow.
Electromagnetic
fields are
important
sources of
oxidative stress
and disease,
and I think I
am sensitive to
them. But if the
loss of smell
was due to
radiation, it
wouldn’t return
back like it did,
because I
continue to be
radiated.

Reply

October 10, 2020 at
10:56 am

Anubis
#9
says:

Yes, I
have
heard
similar
experiences,
about
losing
taste.
After
bad
cold or

October 11,
2020 at
11:39 am
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even flu
like
symptoms
totally
losing a
taste
for
habitual
food
and
drink
routines
like
coffee
drinking
or
having
cravings
for
other
foods
that
they
normally
would
not eat.
If
assumption
make
asses
out of
us ,
what
does
inference
make
us?
So, if
this
‘thing’
exists,
and I
call it a
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thing
because
I’m not
so sure
it is a
living
organism
like a
bacteria
but a ‘
virus
thing’
than
what is
it
doing?
What is
it
preparing
us for?
In
medical
terms it
is a
kind of
‘prerequisite’
for a…..
Fill in
the
blanks…..

Reply

Markos says:

“IT” is … then duality (ego)
appears arguing ‘It’s not
because…’ or worse “it should
not/ought not…’. Read
Hume’s law.

The ‘germ’ story is acted out
like a soap on all channels, all

October 8, 2020 at 5:07 pm
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frequencies, all ‘places’,
manifesting as the signature of
a parasite gagging on the
remains of the living dead
smiling like a Cheshire Cat.
Having gorged for so long on
the ‘theft’ of creation, there’s
nothing left.

Could this be hell to the
parasite? The same on all
channels with no ‘off’ button –
but they can’t stop, poor souls.

Paradoxically, it is as though
the timeless one is shouting
loud and clear. Who will hear?

Reply

eceres says:

They can make things up as
they choose, many examples
such as claim of fluoride ‘good
for teeth’.
http://www.cdc.gov/fluoridation/index.html
Drinking fluoride in fact does
not ‘prevent cavities’. There
are many reasons why it is
false claim yet CDC, false
experts and chemical
manufacturers continue, and
too many people literally
drinking nonsense, and those
who know, instead of making
effort to stop things, in this
example instead ‘buy water
filter’. Boycott does nothing in
mass population situation.
What can is sharing with
others. There is no end of false
studies based on false

October 8, 2020 at 6:25 pm
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assumption. What they put in
the water isn’t even fluoride
it’s industrial waste. I think
Jon’s written quite a bit on it
just another of many false
claims from the white coat
medical pharmaceut complex.

show me the covid
-we can’t because blah blah
blah
what is blah blah blah
-see section 2 on blah blah
blah
ok
– or maybe not?

Reply

Brian Betsworth
says:

Here is an article from
the Independent that
specifically says the
virus has been isolated
and cultivated in a
Canadian lab. It also
claims that was done
in Italy and China as
well. What about this?

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/coronavirus-
covid-19-virus-isolate-
canada-scientists-
mutations-strains-
a9399226.html#comments

Reply

October 10, 2020 at 9:40 pm

eceres says:

Impression,

October 11, 2020 at
1:34 am
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the claims are
along the same
faulted lines as
other msm
medias putting
forth. There’s
comment just
below by M.
Burns that
makes several
points I would
agree, also
others here
opposite of
claims which
are somehow
becoming
standardized,
without a base.
Had a thought
adverse of
mutation
claims though
since thread is
long will keep
for another
time.

Reply

Cheryl
DiBiase says:

Please provide
a link to the
evidence that
they have
proven all four
(4) of Koch’s
postulates. The
supposed
isolation so far
have failed this

October 11, 2020 at
3:08 pm
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required
scientific
methodology.
They made up
their own set of
6
requirements.
Then failed to
fulfil two.

Reply

greenbeak says:

I’ve seen this today (outdoor
parking space!) – now even
cars can infect other cars if not
properly distanced:
https://i.ibb.co/d2Prj0S/IMG-
1200.jpg

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 6:31 pm

michael burns says:

The full sentence reads…

“Since no quantified virus
isolates of the 2019-nCoV are
currently available, assays
designed for detection of the
2019-nCoV RNA were tested
with characterized stocks of in
vitro transcribed full length
RNA (N gene; GenBank
accession: MN908947.2) of
known titer (RNA copies/µL)
spiked into a diluent
consisting of a suspension of
human A549 cells and viral
transport medium (VTM) to
mimic clinical specimen.”

October 8, 2020 at 6:32 pm
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What I found interesting
besides what you said is
that…”MN908947.2) […] viral
transport medium (VTM) to
mimic clinical specimen.”

To ‘mimic’?????

No viral sample exists except
the, (MN908947.2) orignal
27,000 character genetic code.

Too many have said this is a
‘Gain of Function’ accident or
a purposeful release of a
bioweapon.The simple answer
is usually the right one.

Now many think that
bioweapon automatically
implies a virus and mayhem
and bodies six feet deep on the
sidewalks.

No, the CCP knew quit well
from ‘Event 201’ and other
sources that the Western
world would shut down the
economy and move towards a
reset — this a economic
weapon meant to collapse an
economy.

Li-Meng Yan has stated that
she found it to be such a thing,
the WHO and her Hong Kong
handlers, might as well have
called her a lunatic.

Whither she is a pawn in a
limited hangout to the so
called conspiracy theory of
COVID originating at the
Wuhan BSL-4 lab or the CCP
is trying to start one…I have a
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tendemcy to believe the latter.

The Central Commitee is
looking at in house rebellion;
scientists being replaced
heads of cities and provinces
medical organization being
axed and replaced and things
are getting far to hot in
Beijing.

Worldwide anti-Chinese
rhetoric and the closing down
of whole regimens of a
Chinese fifth column; the
TikTok ban and the Confucius
Institutes closing in numbers;
Chinese spies under the
mattress and a halt to visas
and Universities under
scrutiny because of Thousand
Talents programs.

Canadian testing of a vaccine
canceled; the HuaWei scandal
am handing over the FEO to
the Americans; and two
leading scientists from the
Winnipeg BSL-4 escorted out
of the facility in early summer
for their ties to the Wuhan
Institute of Virology (WIV)and
taking sensitive genetic
material.

WIV is a Chinese military
bioweapons lab…and COVID
is a modified bad case of the if
it existed at all.

Reply

rolf watness says:October 8, 2020 at 7:53 pm
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( ) *

Reply

Becks says:

Does position of reality
change, or just us when we
change to see it?
It seems Jon doesn’t sleep,
between writing and also
doing discussion with others,
and on top of it red pill thing
this weekend, a lot of energy
expended.
Appreciate your effort Jon.

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 7:53 pm

rolf watness says:

The sign said “Find Jesus”
now he’s lost too?

Reply

October 8, 2020 at 8:06 pm

Piksil says:

No.
Covid.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 12:37 am

Robert Kernodle says:

I’m confused. According to the
following article, the virus was
isolated and made available
for research:

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-
0516_article

October 8, 2020 at 8:44 pm
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Reply

Mos Craciun says:

Did you read how
many “sick” patients
provided samples ?

ONE !

If that is called
“research” then you
bet I’m Queen of
England !

Reply

October 10, 2020 at 12:38 am

Robert
Kernodle says:

Oh, okay, the
sample in the
repository was
from ONE
PERSON.
Pretty slack, I
agree.

Thanks for
clarifying.

Reply

October 12, 2020 at
10:47 pm

Rebecca says:

This is absolutely
AWESOME!!! I JUST finished
watching a video by Dr Reiner
Fuellmisch who is 1 of the
many lawyer’s organizing (as
we speak) a HUGE lawsuit
against the Planners of the
Corona Virus!!! Then I read

October 8, 2020 at 9:12 pm
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this!!! Thank you SO much
Jon!!!

Check out the link below and
share +

http://markcrispinmiller.com/2020/10/the-
greatest-crime-against-
humanity-ever-committed-dr-
reiner-fuellmisch-outlines-
huge-criminal-lawsuit-
planned-by-international-
network-of-lawyers-against-
the-planners-of-the-
coronavirus-scand/

Reply

Madness says:

And even he was
questioning the
isolation of the virus.
'  Yes his video is
great, too and very
informative.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 9:22 am

Marlene says:

Dr. Fuellimisch’s
paper is the greatest
gift of all time!!
I was going to post it
here, but wanted to
read through the
comments to see if it
had already been
shared.

I too had stopped
talking about COVID

October 10, 2020 at 8:08 am
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or sending alternative
article to my family in
April.
Jon has been saying it
is not isolated for
months, and here is his
evidence now.

For us, this puts a fine
point on everything we
believe about the
“virus”, however for
those who believe in
the virus and the
lockdown (my 28 year
old daughter refuses to
go to a restaurant –
perfectly healthy
person, will only visit
with friends outside
with masks – OK see
what I am dealing with
here?) Those people
will not be impressed
or believe a single
word of Jon’s post.

HOWEVER, the video
of the lawyer may
penetrate a bit. He is
measured, calm, and is
coming at it from a
European slant. He
gives evidence and
logic inside his
position paper. And
the “international
network” may also be
helpful as anything
that comes out of
Trump’s mouth – TO
THEM- is a lie.
Personally I love the
man and I pray every
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day he gets elected.
and for the commenter
re: Freemason Jew –
screw you! You are
referring to a cabal of
which I believe there is
more than one –
Trump is ANIT-cabal.
Completely!!!!!!!!!!!

That is my opinion
having had my
daughter visit for 3
weeks, has given me
the opportunity to
understand better how
the mind of that age
category works. They
must be approached
kind of sideways – a
direct hit (and believe
me I sent stats, data,
charts, evidence & she
doesn’t trust what I
sent her) is not the way
to go with the diaper
wearing
hypochondriacs and
virtue signaling “I’m
doing it for others” -
crowd..

We are up against a
very strong willed
closed minded bunch
who lacks a degree of
imagination. They also
don’t have ww2 or
Russia, or the Berlin
Wall in their memory
and so do not see true
tyranny when it is
right in front of them.
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Reply

Tommy says:

There are no infectious,
contagious diseases full stop.
Germ theory has never been
proven, is incapable of proof
and is a deadly fallacy.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 5:43 am

Madness says:

Agreed. I just thought
back, decades ago I
worked in a tissue
laboratory and with
dead and living people’
tissue. We wore gloves
(what often melted
down due to harsh
chemicals we had to
use, Xylol,
Formaldehyde) but
never wore masks.
Absolutely nothing
‘jumped’ on us but
many of my colleagues
went ill with cancer.
No one ever will
explain we had such a
great immunity, all of
us that no germ
affected us.
The germ theory is a
lie.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 9:27 am

tripletail says:October 9, 2020 at 7:18 am
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Nice work, Jon. For a bit, I
thought we had lost you to the
recent Trump 33 nonsense.
Welcome back, mate!

Because no virus has never,
ever been isolated, purified
and control-group tested.

Reply

Neo-Paradigm says:

You have reached the Corona
Virus. I am currently criss-
crossing the globe and
therefore unavailable.
However, your call is
important to me so please
leave a message and I will
return your call as soon as I
can be located.

For questions about masks,
press 1
For Vaccines, press 2
for lockdowns, press 3
for tracing and tracking, press
4
to snitch on your neighbor,
press 5

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 10:29 am

Lyn says:

Thank you Jon, you and your
research are amazing! So it
appears they are testing for
the “RNA N gene”, while
leaving a path of destruction …
UNREAL.

October 9, 2020 at 11:17 am
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Reply

Ross says:

You misread the FDA
document. In particular, you
missed the word “quantified.”
The FDA did not say the virus
was not isolated/identified.
They said they did not have
any 2019 nCov specimens with
a known count of the number
of RNA in a particular volume
so they had to use a
workaround to estimate how
few RNA the test could detect
95% of the time. I presume
this was done with the RNA of
other viruses and I can’t opine
on the validity of that
approach as I am not in
medicine. I’m merely
addressing what the FDA
words actually say vs your
interpretation. I 100% support
Trump and I agree the
Democrats have exploited this
virus to try to smear the
President with yet another lie
but those of us who stand for
the Constitution should make
sure we get our facts correct so
our other arguments are not
diminished by a lack of
credibility on any one.

Reply

October 9, 2020 at 11:25 am

Madness says:

BS.
“‘BOMBSHELL: WHO

October 9, 2020 at 4:52 pm
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Coronavirus PCR Test
Primer Sequence is
Found in All Human
DNA”
https://philosophers-
stone.info/2020/08/19/bombshell-
who-coronavirus-pcr-
test-primer-sequence-
is-found-in-all-
human-dna/
The sequence
“CTCCCTTTGTTGTGTTGT”
is an 18-character
primer sequence found
in the WHO
coronavirus PCR
testing protocol
document. The primer
sequences are what get
amplified by the PCR
process in order to be
detected and
designated a “positive”
test result. It just so
happens this exact
same 18-character
sequence, verbatim, is
also found on Homo
sapiens chromosome
8′
‘

Reply

Ross says:

I don’t see
what this has
to do with my
observation
that JR
misinterpreted
the meaning of

October 9, 2020 at
6:13 pm
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the words in
the FDA
instructions he
quoted, which I
think I
established
effectively.
Therefore, your
designation of
my comment
as “BS” is,
guess what?

Reply

Piksil says:

Thanks
Madness!

Those who test
‘positive’ for
the PCR test
are, therefore,
human.

Makes you
wonder what a
negative test
would imply…

Reply

October 9, 2020 at
10:10 pm

Anubis #9
says:

Demonic
legions have
their own …..
And there is
order in their
pan de
minimum,

October 11, 2020 at
12:04 pm
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I mean
Imodium like
the inevitable
drag on the ole’
cig or the sip of
whatever
cocktail Pelosi
has with her ice
creams, can
anyone truly
say we would
not have what
she s having?
Yes!!!!!
Stupid
legions…..
It must irk
them that there
are more of
them much
more much
much much
much more
that truly I say
are not having
will never be
having what
they are
having.
They may not
even be here
yet, the rest
including
myself are
wearing masks,
not breathing
the way God
made it to be ,
so we are those
of us wearing
masks are
already willing
to comply in
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distorting God
‘s intention.
And you know
what ‘, they say
about
intentions…..

And that truly
is something
they simply are
not having,!

Reply

Kathy Palmer
says:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Ljxah4NrYKU&t=691s
WE HAVE
BEEN LIED
TO, HERE’S
HOW.

Reply

October 11, 2020 at
5:01 pm

Mos Craciun says:

No, Jon didn’t misread
the document ! Please
read his last article ,
where your issue is
adressed :

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/10/09/covid-
the-virus-that-isnt-
there-the-root-fraud-
exposed/#comments

And accept that
sometime even the
CDC and FDA talk too
much !

October 10, 2020 at 1:01 am
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Reply

Ross says:

In your linked
article, JR
states that
“every object
that exists can
be counted.” I
challenge him
to prove that
vis a vis dark
matter but
even if it can
does not mean
it has or will.
The FDA says
on p. 39 no
“QUANTIFIED”
(my
emphasis)virus
isolates are
“CURRENTLY”
(my emphasis)
available. FDA
appears to be
saying a
reliable count
could be made
but that that
has not been
done YET. I
agree that
seems
surprising
given the
urgency of the
situation but
that’s what
they said so I
hold to my only
point that FDA

October 10, 2020 at
11:29 pm
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has not, as JR
has said,
“admitted” that
no Sars CoV-2
virus has ever
actually been
isolated. There
multiple
papers out
there
describing the
identification/isolation
of the virus.
Are those all
wrong? Look, I
am in
agreement the
virus has been
exploited to
create fear for
ulterior
political
purposes. I also
agree the PCR
test is of
questionable
validity after
reading the
instruction
document, not
based on
medical
knowledge
because I
acknowledge I
don’t have it,
but based on
the complexity
of the test
instructions,
the subjectivity
(not to
mention
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software) in
determining
the results and
the fact that
the test is for
emergency use
only. (That has
to be because
FDA does not
have sufficient
confidence in
this test to
authorize its
use other than
in desperate
circumstances.)
JR saying the
FDA admits no
virus has been
isolated is the
exact opposite
of what the
FDA actually
says in the
document JR
quoted. That’s
my point, not
whether the
virus actually
exists or not.

Reply

Michael
Freed
says:

Check
out
Greg
Jay
Youtube
channel,

October 11,
2020 at
6:29 pm
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Wal
Thornhill
of The
Thunderbolts
Project
& some
others.
Dark
matter
was
invented
to take
into
account
things
that
accepted
theories
couldn’t
account
for. But
now
that the
electric
theory
of the
universe
is
making
a
comeback,
all of
that is
going to
get
flushed
away.
It’s just
a
matter
of time.

Reply
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Ross
says:

Yes,
but
that
is
the
history
of
physics
and
maybe
knowledge
in
general.
An
observation
is
made
and
then
the
imagination
tries
to
come
up
with
an
explanation,
called
an
“hypothesis.”
The
hypothesis
is
tested
and
may
or
may
not
become

October
12,
2020 at
8:38 am
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a
“theory.”
My
hypothesis
is
that
I
am
merely
a
figment
of
my
own
imagination.
Still
working
on
the
proof.

DK says:

The portion of the
sentence in question,
“Since no
quantified virus
isolates of the 2019-
nCoV are currently
available” translates
to, Since there are no
virus isolates…, or,
Since there are no
amounts of virus
isolates…

Question: if there are
no available virus
isolates to be tested,
how can a claim of the
existence of a certain
virus – “2019-nCoV” –
be made?

October 10, 2020 at 9:15 am
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Answer: no claim can
be made. Or, ANY
claim made is specious
and intellectually
disingenuous.

Reply

AMANDA BARNES says:

Same shit been going on
forever:
THE
POISONED NEEDLE
Suppressed Facts About
Vaccination
By
Eleanor McBean
1957
:http://whale.to/a/mcbean.html

Reply

October 10, 2020 at 3:53 am

Andrew Johnson says:

This thread is amazing and I
appreciate the metaphors to
help explain the science to the
layman. The first question that
comes to mind is –

Why wouldn’t the CDC isolate
the virus from all of the 100K
corpses of victims in the USA?
I thought that was how it
worked? Or am I missing
something? Surely all of these
deaths have been caused by
something, a virus of some
kind which is SARS-Cov2??

Help me out here I’m a
musician…!!!

October 10, 2020 at 6:13 pm
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Reply

Piksil says:

Andrew:

Good question. Why
wouldn’t they culture
more ‘virus’ from all
those labeled ‘Covid’
deaths?

Remember early on in
this
scamdemic/plandemic/fictional
drama that autopsies
were verboten. Too
scary? Too risky?
Maybe no virus, but
another, real, cause of
death?

The best musical
answer I can come up
with is:
Blind Faith.
(This is coming close
to lasting as long as
they did!)

Reply

October 11, 2020 at 10:00 am

CovFeFe
Revealed???
says:

If they
admitted to an
isolated virus,
there would be
pressure to test
it.

October 11, 2020 at
11:45 pm
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If they tested it,
not everyone
would get sick.

People would
wonder why
some people
didn’t get sick.

People would
discover that
Antoine
Bechamp was
correct and the
health of the
body’s terrain
was very
important.

People would
then question
what is the root
cause of
immune
system
degradation.

The pretext for
global
vaccination
would fall apart
because people
with good
immune
systems don’t
no stinkin’
vaccine.

And this is
probably a
best-case
scenario.

Reply
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Andrew
Johnson says:

Oh yes, of
course now I
remember the
no autopsy
policy at the
peak of the
scamdemic and
that ’rule’
encompassed
Europe too, not
just the US.
Really scary
conclusions to
be drawn from
this…I feel
Chopin’s
funeral March
coming on….
,

Reply

October 12, 2020 at
3:59 pm

DDearborn says:

Hmmm

OK, so logic dictates that if in
fact anyone anywhere actually
possesses an actual working
“COVID-19” virus vaccine they
had to have had access to the
actual virus BEFORE it was
released into the wild because
as everyone knows it is
virtually impossible to create
such a vaccine from scratch in
the time frames being claimed.

Or…..Every single one of the
so called “Vaccines” like the
“tests” for it are in fact fake.

October 12, 2020 at 6:32 pm
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Leave a Reply
Your email address will not be published.
Required fields are marked *

Comment

Assuming scenario 2 is in fact
the reality, the question that
must be asked: what exactly
are they planning on injecting
into 8 billion people with?

Reply

J D says:

Of course it’s a Big Lie as it
must be known by now that no
one has ever isolated a virus.
How can they?
A contagious virus is a lie
perpetrated by the medical
cabal for over 100 years to
uphold the fraudulent germ
theory of disease.

Reply

October 13, 2020 at 7:23 pm

Hoax says:

C-vid is a special operation for
gathering DNA samples. DO
NOT allow anyone to “test”
you!https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SSmv_zdW0Cw&amp;

Reply

October 14, 2020 at 4:17 am
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